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Abstract
This paper describes a semantic linguistic processor which extracts the entities and their links
from natural language texts. The conceptual model underlying the algorithmic developments is
the extended semantic networks (ESN). This paper analyzes the use of the processor for text
formalization in various subject fields: economy monitoring, criminal actions, mass media,
terrorist activities (in Russian and English). Peculiarities of the texts are taken into account by
linguistic knowledge of the processor: the system can be tuned to various subject areas. We
describe the use of this processor for text formalization in different subject areas, such as
economic crisis monitoring, criminology (summary of incidents, accusatory conclusions, etc.),
the mass media documents about terrorist activities, personnel management (autobiographies,
resume). Special features of each problem area are examined: the collections of extracted
entities, the means for their identification, their connections, occurring contractions, punctuation
and special signs, specific character of language constructions, etc. - all these special features
were taken into account in the linguistic knowledge development.

1 Introduction
A tremendous increase of document resources, obtained by the users through different information
channels (including the Internet), requires new solutions. The analytical reports predict that during the
period from 2006 to 2010 the volume of information will increase in more than six times. The majority
of such documents (about 80%) exist in the form of natural language (NL) texts. It is impossible to
read and comprehend even the smallest portion of the factual information available. The existing
information systems can render assistance, but for this a preliminary formalization is required. At the
same time a great number of end users are people interested in specific subject. For example, a
financial analyst is interested in facts, figures and references relating to banks, stock and shares,
economic situation and dynamics of different companies and markets; a criminal inspector seeks to
extract information on important suspects of criminal acts, their places of residence, telephones,
criminal events, dates and other such facts; a personnel manager is interested in the organizations,
when and where a person worked and in what position. Other people try to extract from the media the
information about countries, cities, places of interest, monuments, important persons, catastrophes, etc.
We call these particular objects of user interest entities. Entities together with their features and links
form information objects.
Hence follows the need for constructing a new type of information systems, which would consider
the interests of the end user and be oriented at extracting information objects from texts [1-3]. At
present this problem is in the focus of attention of many researchers and developers [4-19 ].
In this article a class of such systems is presented, based on the use of special linguistic processors
(LP) and technology of knowledge bases (KB). Linguistic processors are necessary for the deep
processing of texts with the development of entities and connections. On the basis of the latter the
structures of the knowledge comprised in the knowledge base are formed. We call such processors
semantics-oriented. Their special feature is the employment of the linguistic knowledge (LK),

organized in such a way as to consider lexical and semantic special features of natural language with
the formation of the knowledge structures [1,14 ]. At the level of KB it is possible to consider more
fully the needs of the users for deciding the following tasks.
First, due to the use of the reverse linguistic processors the formation of reports, filling the
required table forms and relational databases have become possible.
Second, due to the support of the expert component, it is possible to ensure the updating of the
information by the analytical results, obtained via processing of knowledge structures.
Third, intelligent features are provided due to the organization of different types of search: the
search for concrete entities, the search for similar entities, the search for connections, etc. Such forms
of search relate to the "semantic" facilities, since the results are achieved not at the level of words or
word forms, but at the level of the knowledge structures from KB. We call the systems of this type
Intelligent Systems for Entities Extraction (ISEE). ISEE are semantics-oriented.
This paper presents a discussion of special features of these systems, the linguistic processors and
knowledge bases employed in them determined by the tasks and specific character of natural language.

2 The Extended Semantic Networks Presentation Mechanism
During the last fifteen years on the basis of the studies conducted at the Institute for Informatics
Problems of the Russian Academy of Sciences the semantics-oriented systems and linguistic
processors have been developed for the formalization of natural language texts and their analytical
processing for different subject areas: criminology (summary of incidents, accusatory conclusions,
etc.), the Media (documents about terrorist activities), personnel management (autobiographies in the
Russian and English languages). The linguistic processors under consideration were implemented
within the framework of a series of the knowledge extraction and processing systems DIEZ, IKS,
"Analyst, "Criminal", Lingua-Master, LOGOS_D [12-17] at the Institute for Informatics Problems of
the Russian Academy of Sciences. These systems are integrated intelligent environments with natural
language interfaces, designed for knowledge extraction from unprepared ("raw") texts and knowledge
management. On their basis a number of application systems for specific problem domains were
developed. Though the majority of applications were made in Russian, the multilingual features have
been developed from the very beginning. The implementation platform was the DECLAR logical
programming language (and programming environment) designed in the Microsoft paradigm. The
DECLAR language is a special development featuring the uniform mechanisms for knowledge
structures presentation and processing. The logic of the DECLAR language resembles the logic of
PROLOG, but it is a different tool which enables a system designer to employ several inference
mechanisms and supports the predicate structures with an arbitrary number of arguments.
At present a new domain is being introduced, that is economic crisis monitoring. Originating from
the projects with deep semantic approach to linguistic knowledge presentation, the models described
here are interlingua-based. In our case the interlingua is a language of extended semantic networks
which are predicate expressions supporting the mechanism of embedded structures. The simulation
objective was to work out implementable semantic invariants for syntactic structures in a subset of
natural languages (English and Russian in this case) for the purposes of cross-lingual electronic
communications connected with the process of knowledge exchange, management and a focused
document translation. The predicate expressions in our systems form a sentence frame and can take
sentential arguments. Constructions with nonfinite verb forms are considered as the result of the
syntactic derivation process which is very similar in the examined languages. The resulting
presentation for each verbal vocabulary item is supplied with a syntactic derivation history which is
given as a juxtaposition of primary, secondary, etc. meanings. The resulting shifts of semanticsyntactic case frame structures with all possible types of arguments are presented as well. This
presentation serves as a source of constraints for syntactic analysis algorithms in multilingual
processors of the knowledge management systems based on extended semantic networks (ESN).
All knowledge pieces in the system including the linguistic knowledge are semantic network
fragments, i.e. named predicate structures, and the knowledge processing procedures are production
rules which modify and transform the semantic network. Thus the linguistic processor in our case is a
declarative knowledge base section. Besides the processor, the dictionaries for each included language
are supported, and the invariant semantic dictionary containing the "sense" codes without any
language-specific information.

Language-specific dictionaries contain lexical and morphological descriptions of words, the
syntactic structures types and the rules are contained in the linguistic processor. The design solutions
envisage the facility of language extensions.
A special linguistic processor Semantix has been designed within the DECLAR environment.
Semantix is an intelligent tool for knowledge discovery in the flows of natural language texts. A
special form of the extended semantic network (ESN) is built on the basis of each text document. The
semantic network presents the document semantic structure including entities, relations, links and
implications. This network is automatically mapped into an XML file. XML files serve as the basis for
compilation of analytical surveys, reports, dossiers, etc. The intelligent tool is multifunctional and can
be reconfigured for particular applications. Different versions of intelligent Semantix environments
have been implemented. These systems can be used for automatic population of relational databases
(DB) from natural language texts, for creation of knowledge bases with subsequent organization of
directed retrieval to the necessary information (semantic entities).
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Figure 1. General Functions of the Intelligent System for Entities Extractions (ISEE).

3 Semantix Components
A variety of semantic search forms is supported. The linguistic processor Semantix comprises the
following components.
1). The component of lexical and morphological analysis. It extracts words and sentences from the
text, performs lemmatization of words (normal form establishment) and constructs the semantic
network presenting the space structure of text (SpST), which reflects the sequence of words, their
basic features, beginnings of sentences and the presence of space character lines. The component uses
a two-level general ontology and a special collection of subject dictionaries (the dictionary of
countries, regions of Russia, names, forms of weapons, and other items specific for the supported
domains). The component performs semantic grouping of the words and assigns them additional
semantic attributes.
2). The component of syntactic-semantic analysis. It converts one semantic network (SN) into
another one which represents the semantic structure of the text (SemST), i.e., the relevant semantic
entities and their connections. The SemST is called the meaningful portrait of document. It comprises

knowledge structures of the knowledge base which serve the as basis for implementing different forms
of semantic search : the search by features and connections, the search for the entities connected at
different levels, the search for similar persons and incidents, the search by distinctive characteristics
(with the use of ontologies).
The component is controlled by the linguistic knowledge (LK), which determines the process of
text analysis. LK includes special form of contextual rules which ensure a high degree of selectivity
with the extraction of entities and connections. The functions of this component are as follows:
• Extraction of information objects from the flow of NL documents: persons, organizations,
actions, their place and time, and many other relevant types of objects.
• The establishment of connections between objects. For example, persons are connected with
organizations (PLACE_OF_WORK), by addresses (LIVES, REGISTERED). Or criminals and
suspects of criminal cases are connected with such objects as the type of weapon, drugs (TO HAVE).
• The analysis of finite and nonfinite verbal forms with the identification of the participation of
objects in the appropriate actions. For example, one criminal gave drugs to another criminal, and this
is the fact linking them.
• The establishment of the connections of actions with the objects by place or time (where and
when some action or event occurred).
• The analysis of the reason-consequence and temporary connections between actions and
events.
3). Expert system component (ES). On the basis of semantic networks the new knowledge pieces
are constructed in the form of additional fragments (ESN). For example, the ES extracts the area of a
person activity (in accordance with the assigned classifier) from the text of resume for each
autobiography. The experience of the person’s work is evaluated. The correlation of a criminal
incident to the specific type is accomplished with the analysis of the criminal actions of ES: the
following facts are revealed - the nature of crime, the method of its accomplishment, the instrument,
and so forth (in accordance with the classifiers of the criminal police).
4). Reverse linguistic processor, which converts the meaningful portrait of document (semantic
network) into the XML- file. In this case the necessary replacements of symbols, service words
(names of objects) are achieved, the markers of beginning and end of the objects, actions, sentences.
Conversion is achieved without the loss of information. The XML- file is arranged in such a way that
all the revealed components and connections are represented in it. If necessary, the inverse
transformation of the XML file into the semantic network is ensured.
5). The base of linguistic and expert knowledge (KB). It contains the rules of the text analysis and
expert solutions in the internal presentation. They determine the work of the linguistic processor.
Semantix has several such bases, which are activated depending on subject areas and user tasks.

4 The Entities and Links for Extraction
The set of the entities to be extracted depends on the tasks of a user. At the same time the quality of a
linguistic processor is to a considerable degree determined by the possibilities for this extraction. The
Semantix processor supports more than 40 types of semantic entities which can be extracted
automatically. Some examples of basic entities types and connections extracted by Semantix are given
below:
• persons (by family name, given name and patronymic1 - FNP) with their role features (criminal,
victim);
• the verbal description of the persons, their distinctive signs;
• address, posting information attributes;
• date(s) mentioned;
• weapon with its special features;
• telephone numbers, faxes, e-mails with their subsequent standardization;
• the means of transport with the indication of the vehicle type, its license number, color and other
attributes;
1

In Russian it is a middle name formed from one’s father’s name observing special morphology, e.g. Ivan –
Ivanovich (for men), Ivanovna (for women); patronymics are a regular way of addressing politely adult people,
e.g. Ivan Ivanovich, or Maria Ivanovna; thus, the full name of a Russian person consists of a given name, a
patronymic and a family name, e.g. Ivan Ivanovich Ivanov.

• passport data and other documents with their attributes;
• explosives and narcotic substances;
• organizations, positions;
• quantitative characteristics (how many persons or other objects participated in an event);
• the numbers of accounts, sums of money with the indication of the currency type;
• terrorist groups and organizations;
• participants of terrorist groups with the indication of their roles (leader, head of, etc.);
• the armed forces, assigned for antiterrorist combat (Military_.Force);
• event (criminal, terrorist, biographical, and so on) with the indication of the information objects
participation in them;
• time and the place of events;
• the connection between different types of information objects (with whom a person works in an
organization, or lives at the same address, in what events participated together with other objects, etc.).
For extracting objects all versions of an object name including the contracted form possible in the
text were considered. Standard objects (names, dates, addresses, types of weapons and others) are
reduced to one (standard) form. The identification of objects is performed taking into account brief
designations (for example, separate surnames, patronymics, initials), anaphoric references (indicative
and personal pronouns, for example, "this person", "it...") definitions and explanations (for example,
"the mayor of Moscow Luzhkov" is identified with the subsequent words "mayor", "Luzhkov"). For
the extraction of events and connections the analysis of verbal forms, participial and adverbial
constructions is carried out.
An important task is the identification of entities in the entire text, the use for these purposes of
indicative pronouns, brief names, anaphoric references.

5 Factors of Processor Quality
The quality of a linguistic processor is determined by a number of factors.
The first one is the facility of entities and connections establishment. The Semantix processor
outperforms the existing systems by the number of the supported semantic entities types. It identifies
more than 40 types of entities including very complex ones, which correspond to actions and events,
for comparison the competitors’ best result is about 15 types.
The second important factor is the selectivity of rules and procedures of identification: the factor
of the noise and losses. By noise we mean the presence of excessive words in the entities. Losses are
the situations when an entity is not revealed or revealed partially: in the text there are the words, which
did not enter into the entity. In the Semantix processor the rules are arranged in such a way that they
ensure the high degree of selectivity and the minimization of noise and losses with the large number of
the entities being selected.
The third factor is the possibility and the labor expense for tuning to a corpus of texts (for
increasing the selectivity of rules for extraction of entities), and also tuning to the new subject domains
and types of entities. Due to the complexity of analysis this tuning is achieved through the linguistic
knowledge (LK). The Semantix linguistic processor ensures the analysis of the Russian and English
language forms with the aid of the uniform language model.
The fourth factor is the speed of linguistic processor operation, i.e., the time of text analysis. The
speed is determined by the design features of a processor (by means of search time decrease), and also
by the number of entities being extracted. The application of rules of extraction is connected with the
search for the necessary words, where sorting is required. The greater the number of entities and rules
the greater is the time of analysis. In the Semantix processor there are different means of decreasing
sorting time. Besides the program, there are also means of control by linguistic knowledge. It is
indicated for each rule, what words should be included for the initiation of the process of its
application. The constraints in the form of the expected contexts (to the left and to the right of the
revealed words) are assigned. These features ensure sufficiently high speed (fractions of a second for 1
KB of text) with a sufficiently large number of entities extracted.
The system features complex means which ensure rapid tuning to the applications (including the
introduction of new entities and connections) taking into account the demands of customers. Note that
in the mentioned processors the entities are brought to the standard form with the indication of the
types of components. A sufficiently in-depth analysis of sentences is conducted with the development
of verbal forms, and also with the identification of entities of the entire text. The analysis of complex

language structures is ensured: forms with verbal nouns, participial and adverbial constructions,
coordinated terms, etc. is supported by the expert component. The Semantix processor can be used as
a stand-alone (independent) module. At present the first release of the English language version of the
information object - oriented linguistic processor Semantix has been developed.
6 The On-Going Developments
6.1 Economic Monitoring
The English release of the Semantix linguistic processor is being tuned to the Financial knowledge
extraction and analysis and semantic Web search for the relevant information in Economics sphere.
This release is intended for intelligent support of business solutions. The primary investigation stage
requires cognitive linguistic analysis of the subject area with the subsequent design of the domainoriented ontology and its incorporation into the general ontology of Semantix. The development of the
domain-specific vocabularies can be partially supported by the learning facilities of the linguistic
processor.
The system performs semantic objects extraction from natural language texts and automatic
formation of semantic networks. The networks are populated by objects of different types and their
interconnections: banks, companies, addresses, stock, shares, values, stock exchanges, etc. The objects
are extracted from documents with their features and relations. On the basis of each document a
special form of semantic network is built reflecting its semantic structure. Such networks are mapped
into XML- files which constitute knowledge bases. Semantic search results in semantic presentations
for deciding logical analytical problems and for automatic filling of relational databases.
Three modes of semantic presentations are supported by the system:
1.
List of objects types with references to particular content items, e.g. Type: Mentioned
Organizations; Content: Bank of China; Source Text: “Bank of China”;
2.
Graph presentation of semantic network constructed from the texts (Fig.2);
3.
XML presentation of semantic network constructed from the texts.

Fig. 2. Graph presentation of semantic network constructed from the “Bank of China” text

6.2 Monuments Catalogs Intelligent Guide
The Intelligent Guide for extraction of particular information about monuments and historical
places of interest in under development at present. The principal entities extracted by this system are
historical monuments, buildings, persons and events connected with these monuments; historical
periods and dates. The system supports the feature of identification of different monuments with the
particular person to whom these monuments were dedicated, as, for example, the following
descriptions of different monuments will be linked with the same historical person – tsar Peter I:
the bronze copy of the original "Tsar Carpenter" monument remained in Holland.
"The Bronze Horseman" is the most famous monument of St. Petersburg.
The monument was built between 1845 and 1847. On May 23, 1848 it was opened.
In 2000 the statue was installed and in 2001 it was destroyed.
Figure 3 shows an example of the Intelligent System for Entities Extraction (ISEE) populated from the
text about the Alexander Column in St. Petersburg.

6.3 Related Work and Evaluation
The developments described in this paper relate to the field of Artificial Intelligence and, hence
share the aspirations of related research and development projects which are aimed at factual
knowledge presentations and natural language processing. The developments which in certain aspects
are closest to ours and have similar features are FASTUS and Cyc [4,22-24]. The Cyc project (started
in 1984 by Douglas Lenat and developed by company Cycorp) is an artificial intelligence tool that
assembles a comprehensive ontology and knowledge base of everyday common sense knowledge,
with the goal of enabling AI applications to perform human-like reasoning. The presentation
mechanisms of Cyc resemble Lisp structures, natural language processing is oriented at the English
language.
At present we develop the uniform methods of evaluation and performance comparison for the AI
systems featuring the named entity extraction and natural language analysis.

Fig. 3. The ISEE populated by the objects from the “Alexander Column” text.

7 Conclusion
The systems based on the entities extraction linguistic processors can be used in different areas of
application where the extraction of useful information from natural language texts is required. In this
case, the processors, described in this work, possess a number of essential advantages.
In the processors of the Semantix, Lingua-Master, “Criminal” systems up to 40 types of objects are
extracted with high accuracy and minimum noise. For example, the system "Criminal" was verified on
about 500 thousand incidents from the summaries of Moscow Criminal Police Department, and on the
basic objects showed the unique results: the coefficient of noise (i.e. excessive words in the objects) is
not more than 1-2% and losses are not more than 3%.
For performance increase the representative collections of test documents are extremely important.
The means of fixing or tuning of linguistic processors are as follows: the employment of hybrid
approaches comprising hand-made rules and statistical means for rapid correction and fine adjustment
of linguistic knowledge.
In our systems there is an entire complex of such means which ensure rapid tuning to the
applications (including the introduction of new objects and connections) taking into account the
demands of customers [19]. Note that in the mentioned processors the objects are brought to the
standard form (for example, FNP, address, date) with the indication of the types of components. A
sufficiently in-depth analysis of sentences is conducted with the development of verbal forms, and also
with the identification of objects of the entire text. The analysis of the complex language structures is
ensured: forms with verbal nouns, participial and adverbial constructions, coordinated terms, etc. is
supported by the expert component. The Semantix processor can be used as a stand-alone
(independent) module [21]. It has a number of essential advantages, the main one is that it outperforms
recently developed other systems by the number of the supported object types, there is an entire
complex of logical and statistical means which ensure rapid tuning to the applications (including the
introduction of new objects and connections) taking into account the demands of customers [19]. At
present the English language version of the object - oriented linguistic processor Semantix
[15,16,19,21] has been released. Our further efforts are connected with the developing of a
simultaneous bilingual search and extraction features.
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